On Thursday morning the Army and civilian meteorologists started their arduous schedule of study. In general the north half of Ascension Hall has been turned over to the meteorology students exclusively.

The Army men are attending classes in squads to facilitate the instruction of such a large body of men in the same courses. Squads of the civilian meteorologists are boys, not yet of military age who have expressed a desire to enlist in the Army Meteorology program. When they reach enlistment age they will be inducted into the regular army and assigned to the unit stationed here.

The civilian meteorologists are following the same schedule as the Army men, arising at six in the morning and cleaning their rooms before breakfast. They attend calisthenics at 4:15 every afternoon and on Fridays when they report an hour earlier.

All of them attend the same classes, although at different times to make up for the lack of large classrooms. The courses they are taking are mathematics, six two-hour periods per week; vector analysis, two periods; physics, five cases and three hours of lab per week; history, three hours per week; English, one hour per week; two hours of speech each week.

Each of the squads has two extra study hours per week aside from the regular evening study periods from 6:15 to 9:00 P.M. The civilians are not required to follow this study schedule, but have voluntarily decided to do so.

NEW MOVIE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED

Fiko Dellinger, chairman of the College movie committee, has announced the new plans and revisions of the movie schedule for the Winter and Spring terms.

With the exception of this coming Wednesday, when there is a basketball game scheduled, movies will be shown in Roseo Hall every Sunday and Wednesday evening. Two different pictures will be offered each week, and three showings are planned. The first movie will be shown twice on Sunday night at 7:00 and 9:00. Then on Wednesday the second movie of the week will be shown at 8:45.

The two Sunday showings are to permit everyone in the College, including the Army Meteorology men (continued on page 2)
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The first movie of the term will be The Road to Zanzibar featuring that popular comedy- trio, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, and Dorothy Lamour. The latest March of Time and a Walt Disney cartoon will be added attractions on the initial program, which will be shown twice Sunday night.

Several improvements have been made in the sound system for these coming showings and a greater seating capacity will be available. The walls of the hall have been processed by the College to improve the sound effect too. The committee has stated that as the season progresses new improvements will be made.

Admission to all showings will be 25c, cash payable at the door. Students are urged to consult the Peirce Hall bulletin board for announcements of forthcoming movies. Also the Collegian supplement will announce movies for the coming Sunday and Wednesday each week.

Besides Fiske Dellinger, the movie committee includes Andy Blyen, Roger Handwork, and Dave Parke. The latter two operate the projector.

BOOK SHOP ALTERATIONS

The College Book Shop, which has been closed during the past week for alterations, will be ready for business soon, and present, the room itself is open for business. The walls have been painted and the floor has been recovered.

A considerable amount of shelf space has also been added. Mrs. Eastman has announced that in addition to the regular stock of the shop, pocket books, Penguin Books, and newspapers will be available.

In order that the bookshop may supply students on the Hill with the newspapers and periodicals which are so much in demand currently, you are urged to make suggestions to which ones are to be ordered.

From now on, the bookshop will be open for an hour on one night of the week for the benefit of students and any other interested persons on the Hill. The exact time and confirmed day has not yet been arranged.

The bookshop will also be able to carry a much larger number of books in stock now and it is hoped that the turnover will remain proportionally high.

CONCERT TO BE HELD

The Gambier branch of Bundles for America will present Marcella Cooksay and Prof. Charles T. Bumer in a program for two pianos in Peirce Hall on February the twenty-seventh at 8:30 in the evening. The admission charge for students will be thirty-five cents and the charge for all others who attend will be seventy-five cents.

The program will probably be held in the Great Hall so that many guests may be able to attend.
LORDS STILL UNDEFEATED

This afternoon at 2:30 Chuck Imel's undefeated tank squad plays host to a strong Oberlin team, the Lords' traditional rival. It was Oberlin last year that edged Kenyon out for the Ohio Conference Championship; so interest runs high as to the comparative strength of the two teams this year.

Last Monday the Lords traveled to Cincinnati and defeated The University of Cincinnati team by the score of 44-31. Bill Blacka sparked the victory, winning the 100 and 200 yard free style events and also swimming on the victorious relay team.

The meet began in dismal fashion for the Lords as Cincinnati took a strong first in the medley relay. Bill Harsha's first in the 60 yard free style started the ball rolling for Kenyon, and Bill Blacka took a close first in the 220, bettering the pool record by about a second. Stewart proved himself an all-round man by taking a second in this event and in the diving. This was Stewart's first meet as a diver.

Captain Blacka came back to win the 100 yard free style and Tom Lehner edged out teammate Bob Munson in the backstroke. Joe Kostock took third in the breaststroke. Don Twining then edged out Otto Keuhn in the 440, with the men staging an excellent duel to take second and third respectively. The Lords then clinched the meet with a strong first in the 400 yd. relay, the team being composed of Al Stewart, Bob Montigney, Bill Harsha and Captain Bill Blacka.

Thus the Lords are undefeated in three meets, and will face Wooster and Michigan State after Oberlin. The Ohio Conference Meet will be held March 4, 5 at Oberlin.

INTRA-MURAL SPORTS

At a recent meeting of the Intramural Board several new plans were announced for the remainder of the current term. It was decided to have another round of basketball with each team facing the teams which it did not meet during the first half of the season.

Swimming has been added to the Winter schedule, and preliminary races will be held on March 10th. The finals will come a week later on the 17th.

For the last week of March, Rudy Kutler has announced a cross-country meet and a competitive obstacle course run for the intramural program.

In the Commando boxing tournament it was announced that final bouts in all classes would be staged on the main floor of Ross Hall on Saturday night March 13th. This entire evening will be devoted to sport contests of different kinds in the gymnasium. Dean Brown and President Ghalmers have expressed an interest in plans of this type, and it is hoped to have a very successful evening with the boxing finals as the main event.

Intramural rifle shooting will be done in the regular Commando period. When the squads begin their last round of shooting at the range, all scores will be recorded and credited to the different divisions to be counted in the intramural competition. The five highest scores from each division will be counted in the final awarding of points. Each man will be allowed ten shots from any position he wishes.

Mr. Williams will supervise all competition and will be the final judge in the matter of scoring on the targets submitted for the competition.
LORDS SPLIT WITH CAP AND EAGLES

A powerful Capital University quintet handed the Lords a decisive setback at Bexley last weekend. Playing minus the services of freshman Palmer Harbison, one of the pleasant surprises of the current season, Kenyon bowed to a superior team. Capital ranks as one of the top fives in the Ohio Conference, and despite a couple of recent defeats they are still a potent outfit.

On Thursday the 18th, the Lords traveled to Ashland for another crack at the Eagles, who caused so little excitement when they invaded Rose Hall two weeks ago. This time the Lords handed them another decisive defeat, 61-53. Captain Russ Lynch led the withering attack with 34 points, more than half the total Kenyon scoring. Russ is proving as each game goes by that he is one of the greatest, if not the greatest, basketball player in Kenyon history.

A newcomer who turned in a very creditable performance against the Eagles was Gordon Harrison of Youngstown. Harrison is a recent freshman arrival and played the entire game in his first start as a Lord.

OUT OF THE FRYING PAN SUNDAY

The Dramatic Club will present its recent success, Out Of The Frying Pan, again tomorrow afternoon at 3:00 in the Speech Building. The second showing will allow those who missed the initial presentation because of illness and the civilian meteorology students to see the comedy.

Next weekend, February 28th, The Eve Of St. Mark will be produced again with most of the original cast back. Mr. Thomas Sawyer will take over the leading role which was played by Bud Owen.

PRE-METEOROLOGISTS ON HILL

Thirty-five civilian pre-meteorology students are on the Hill and commenced their studies on Wednesday, February the 17th. They represent the states of Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Kentucky, and Florida.

They are: Stanley Abrasson, James Barber, John Thompson, Bob Daniels (brother of another Kenyon student, Bill); George Brooks, Charles Cannon, Robert Edsick, John Darley, Jr., Milford Davis, Martin Desimone, Ross Haskell, Robert Hayes, George James, Norman McKenley, Robert Moore, William Johnson, Frank Mixter, Jr., Clyde Mont, Jr., William Marvin, Robert Miles, Marshall Miller, Frederick Malm, Charles Parker, Jack Pearlman, James Sourfield, Carl Sabel, Donald Silva, Thomas Snyder, Herbert Stotter, Jr., Donald Walsh, Joseph Wise, Harold Yeagle, and Henry Zander.

Most of the men in this group have just recently graduated from High School and are not transfers from other colleges.

PRESIDENT CHALMERS TO WASHINGTON

President Gordon K. Chalmers, as a member of the University Meteorological Committee, will go to Washington on Monday, the 22nd of February, and to the Headquarters of the Technical Training Command of the Army Air Forces at Knollwood, North Carolina, on Tuesday, February 23rd.

BISHOP TUCKER HERE ON 28TH

The preacher on Sunday, February 28th will be Bishop Tucker, the Bishop of Ohio.